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Head in the clouds
By: Jarious Taylor 
Apollo was in class one day and his teacher was going over the solar system. But Apollo had a hard time paying 
attention because Apollo was the one who always had his head in the clouds.
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Later that night Apollo was trying to remember what the lesson was, because he had a test coming up. But he fell 
asleep before he could remember. 
All of a sudden when Apollo woke up he was in outer space. He knew the only way to get back home was to 
remember the planets of the solar system from farthest from the sun to the closest. 
Apollo then started to remember the planets. He remembered his teacher saying the first two planets were Pluto 
and Neptune and that they were the coldest because they always ate ice cream. 
The next two were Uranus and Saturn because the teacher said they were happily married because Saturn had a 
huge ring around her. 
Then there was Jupiter and Mars. Mars was a little sad because he only had two moons. So being the good big 
brother that he is Jupiter let Mars see his moons; all sixty-seven of them. 
Then finally we reached home, Earth. Every humans favorite place in the whole solar galaxy. 
Apollo knew he didnt have to go any further because the last two planets were Venus and Mercury. He remem-
bered those were the two plantes that were the hottest because they were always snug under the sun. 
When Apollo landed he woke up in his bed. Apollo was happy because he remembered all of the planets of the 
solar system .
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Later that day Apollo went and took his test on the planets 
and he got an 100!
     THE END
